Novel deletion mutation of TRPS1 gene in a Chinese patient of trichorhinophalangeal syndrome type I.
Tricho-rhino-phalangeal syndrome (TRPS) is a rare autosomal dominant disorder. Deletion or mutation of the TRPS1 gene leads to the tricho-rhino-phalangeal syndromes type I or type III. In this article, we describe a Chinese patient affected with type I TRPS and showing prominent pilar, rhinal and phalangeal abnormalities. Mutational screening and sequence analysis of TRPS1 gene revealed a previously unidentified four-base-pair deletion of nucleotides 1783-1786 (c.1783_1786delACTT). The mutation causes a frame shift after codon 593, introducing a premature stop codon after 637 residues in the gene sequence. This deletion is an unquestionable loss-of-function mutation, deleting all the functionally important parts of the protein. Our novel discovery indicates that sparse hair and metacarpal defects of tricho-rhino-phalangeal syndromes in this patient are due to this TRPS1 mutation. And this data further supports the critical role of TRPS1 gene in hair and partial skeleton morphogenesis.